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Abstract
A secure and sustainable supply of raw materials, such as minerals and met-
als, is a major challenge for the European Union. Domestic consumption
of minerals and metals substantially exceeds production, leading to a high
reliance on imports to meet demand, which is driven by the various sectors
of the EU’s economy.
This thesis was conducted as a part of the Horizon 2020 funded X-MINE
project, which aims to address the issue by combining novel sensing technolo-
gies to improve resource characterization and economic feasibility of domestic
mining operations. The focus of the thesis is within early stage ore extrac-
tion, where a real-time sensing platform can be employed in a way to reduce
waste at an early stage, decreasing the environmental footprint generated by
downstream processing.
The advances in CMOS technology have enabled the development of
photon counting hybrid pixel detectors, such as Medipix3, for noise-free,
high resolution X-ray imaging. Combined with high-speed readout electron-
ics, Medipix3 can be used for imaging and identifying higher density intru-
sions within ore samples in real-time. In addition, developments in GPU-
accelerated stereo vision and related hardware have resulted in high-speed
stereo vision camera systems. The combination of stereo vision and Medipix3
is explored in this thesis for real-time material discrimination purposes.
In collaboration with multiple European mines, ore samples with refer-
ence elemental data were obtained and measured using the combination of
stereo vision and Medipix3. In addition, Medipix3 supports a simultaneous
dual channel measurement mode, which is used to form a comparison to the
performance of the presented system. Measurement principles and physics
for both X-ray imaging and stereo vision are discussed. Additionally, cali-
bration methods and algorithms for both measurement modes are presented.
Furthermore, methods for data fusion and algorithm performance evaluation
are outlined.
Results for both measurement modes are presented, along with the rele-
vant measurement physics. Superior performance is obtained with the aug-
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mentation of stereo vision, in part due to adverse effects of high-speed imag-
ing on image quality with X-ray imaging. Dual channel approach requires
higher data throughput, which results in a reduced integration time in com-
parison. Additionally, charge sharing effects due to high resolution reduce
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A secure supply of raw materials is essential to the economy of the European
Union. Due to the growth of global market, EU’s share of global metals pro-
duction has decreased from 50% in 1850, to below 5% in 2009 [1]. European
Union is far from being self-sufficient for many metal ores, relying on imports
to close the supply-demand gap in domestic use. Better resource characteri-
zation and improving the mineral extraction efficiency can help increase the
economical feasibility of domestic mining operations, and help reduce the
supply-demand gap.
The X-Mine project [2] is funded from the European Commission’s Hori-
zon 2020 programme. The project aims to address these challenges by com-
bining novel sensing technologies based on X-ray fluorescence, X-ray trans-
mission radiography and 3-D vision. During the project, these technologies
are applied to both mineral exploration and extraction purposes. The focus
of this thesis is within mineral extraction by combining X-ray transmission
and 3-D vision. In addition, the performance for sample discrimination is
evaluated for various European mines involved in the project. During min-
eral extraction, a great deal of waste rocks can be produced. Discriminating
ore from waste rock at an early mineral extraction stage helps increase the
economical feasibility of the mining operation, as waste rock is removed from
further processing. This results in a lower use of energy, water and chemicals
during downstream processing.
One of the goals of the project is to demonstrate real-time sample dis-
crimination directly at the mine, where samples are fed into a mechanical
system consisting of a conveyor belt, sensors and computer controlled fast
pneumatic valves to separate the samples to ore and waste fractions using











Figure 1.1: Simplified visualization for a mechanical conveyor belt system
that combines stereo vision and X-ray attenuation for pneumatic sorting.
As the samples move along the conveyor belt, an X-ray source irradi-
ates the samples and penetrated X-rays are captured by an array of X-ray
imaging detectors, producing quantitative information about the samples.
The choice of detector here is a high-resolution Medipix3 hybrid pixel de-
tector, benefiting from years of development towards radiation detection by
the CERN collaboration1. The detector is being commercialized and devel-
oped for various applications by Advacam s.r.o. Furthermore, the project
consortium converged on a minimum speed requirement of 1.5 m/s for the
conveyor belt speed along a detector array width of 420 mm. Combined with
the high-resolution imaging data throughput, existing readout electronics
for Medipix3 were deemed unsuitable. For this reason, high-speed readout
electronics were developed during the project by Advacam s.r.o. Readout
electronics speed strictly defines the capacity of the detector as integration
time is directly affected, amplifying issues with X-ray photon noise.
X-ray imaging data is augmented by a stereo vision camera system2 that
also images the samples on the conveyor belt. A calibrated dual camera setup
produces images that are manipulated in such a way that it enables depth
reconstruction. Depth information is then transformed to sample thickness,
and used to improve material estimation when single channel mode is used
with Medipix3. A bulk of the processing is being done on general purpose
graphics processing units, enabling real-time processing speed.
Demonstrations of these technologies are conducted in both research lab-
oratory environments and containerized sorting prototypes. The prototype
1https://medipix.web.cern.ch/
2developed by Antmicro Ltd
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units are deployed to mines as a part of a piloting operation in order to
demonstrate sorting and its performance in comparison to existing sorting
technologies. The work done in this thesis supports the realization of these
goals.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes a well-known
method of generating X-ray photons using X-ray tubes, and the mecha-
nisms relevant to the interaction of X-ray photons with matter. Mechanisms,
such as photoelectric effect, Compton and Rayleigh scattering are discussed.
These mechanisms lead to the attenuation of an X-ray spectrum, which is
described to be characteristic to that material. Different materials lead to dif-
ferent attenuation spectra, and this behaviour can be exploited to introduce
a measure for material characteristics, such as attenuation coefficient.
Chapter 3 introduces the Medipix3 photon counting pixel detector devel-
oped by the CERN collaboration for radiation detection. For the purposes
of real time material discrimination, measuring a complete, pixel-specific X-
ray spectrum for a given sample is an impractical and a time-consuming
process. Medipix3 employs two digital counters for each pixel, which can
be configured to measure two different portions of the spectrum. A dual
channel response can be generated on a pixel basis, but with limitations,
such as charge sharing between adjacent pixels, which is a dominant effect at
the spatial resolution of the sensor. Dual channel approach also introduces
additional limitations on integration time, which defines the time a pixel
has its shutter open and counts X-ray photons. Integration time is reduced
compared to the alternative of using a single counter only.
In addition, Chapter 4 introduces the concept and theory of a stereo vi-
sion camera, which can be used to measure a thickness profile of a sample and
augment the single channel approach. A single channel approach cannot dis-
tinguish between a thin, more dense sample, and a thick, less dense sample,
and therefore stereo vision provides complementary information. Material
discrimination in this sense aims to discriminate between the more and less
dense materials. In Chapter 5, we discuss the methods required for com-
bining the data from both sensors. A transformation between image planes
is required, and a linear approach is assumed. As a result, both depth and
X-ray intensity information are provided on a pixel basis. This leads us to
Chapter 6, where two algorithms are discussed as well as a method for their
evaluation at varying operating thresholds. Instrumentation, samples and
measurements are discussed in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 introduces the results
from the measurements, using the discussed method of evaluation, where an
upper bound for algorithm performance is introduced. This upper bound





Matrices are written in bold uppercase letters, such as M. Vectors are de-
noted with bold lowercase letters, such as p. A column vector of a matrix is
denoted with a bold lowercase letter and a subscript. For example, mi would
describe the ith column vector of matrix M. Points in a world coordinate
system are denoted with symbol p, and a subscript is used to differentiate
between coordinate systems. Matrix elements are denoted with an italicized
symbol and two subscripts, such as mij to describe a matrix element of M at
row i and column j. A short-hand notation for a transposed matrix inverse
is written as
M−T ≡ (M−1)T = (MT )−1. (1.1)
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Chapter 2
X-ray generation and interactions
with matter
This chapter reviews the dominant processes that contribute to X-ray beam
attenuation. The generation of X-ray photons using X-ray tubes is also
discussed, as well as the resulting shape of the incident spectrum.
2.1 X-ray generation
A common method to generate X-rays is by an X-ray tube, consisting of a
vacuum tube fitted with a cathode and an anode. A cathode is a filament
which is heated to thermally expel electrons. A high voltage power source
(15-150 kV) is connected across the cathode and anode, accelerating the elec-
trons towards the anode. Acceleration causes electrons to gain a maximum
kinetic energy of Ekin = eU , where U is the acceleration voltage. Consider-
ing a voltage of U = 150 kV, accelerated electrons reach maximum kinetic
energy of Ekin = 150 keV.
Once the electrons reach the surface of the anode, they quickly lose their
kinetic energy by traveling through matter. Energy loss is provided by two
mechanisms, ionization and radiative processes (bremsstrahlung) [3]. Radia-
tive processes are the source of X-rays, and ionization is mostly heating up
the anode. Most of the energy is converted to heat at the anode, and a small
percentage of the energy is converted to X-rays. Good thermal conductivity
and a high melting point are important properties for an anode material. A
typical choice for anode material is tungsten, due to its high atomic number
(Z = 74), atomic density and thermal properties. A high atomic number




Figure 2.1 outlines a simplified geometry of an X-ray tube. Electron beam
is directed to an area at the anode, which corresponds to the focal spot size
of the X-ray tube. As the beam size increases, more area is covered and more
current can flow from cathode to anode before thermal limits of the anode are
reached. While increasing focal spot size increases the X-ray photon flux, it
introduces a negative impact on image quality at the detector, as the image
sharpness is reduced. A trade-off between imaging quality and photon flux








Figure 2.1: X-ray tube. The focal spot is depicted in red.
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Figure 2.2: X-ray tube spectrum at 150, 100, and 60 kVp, for a tungsten
anode.
Figure 2.2 depicts the spectrum of an X-ray tube at various operating
peak voltages. There are two components to the spectrum: a continuous
component from bremsstrahlung and two peaks from X-ray fluorescence that
is due to photoelectric effect, resulting in X-rays being emitted that corre-
spond to characteristic radiation of the tungsten anode. The spectra were
simulated using SPEKTR 3.0 toolbox, which enables the X-ray tube output
spectrum simulation up to 150 kVp [4].
2.2 X-ray photon-matter interactions
This section focuses on the microscopic description of photon-matter inter-
actions at the photon energy range of 1-150 keV. Interactions are related
to macroscopic behaviour by their respective cross sections. Atomic cross
sections can be considered as the likelihood of an interaction when an in-
cident beam impinges on an object. Macroscopic behaviour is discussed in
Section 2.3.
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2.2.1 Photoelectric effect
A photon incident with energy
Eγ = hν (2.1)
on a target material can be subject to the process of photoelectric effect if
its energy hν exceeds the binding energy Eb of a photoelectron in its original
shell. The photon is completely absorbed and its energy is transferred to the
photoelectron, which is ejected with energy
Ee = hν − Eb. (2.2)
If an inner shell electron is ejected, the atom is in an excited state and the
vacancy is filled by an outer shell electron. This de-excitation appears in the







Figure 2.3: Photoelectric effect. An inner shell electron is ejected and filled
by an outer shell electron, resulting in a characteristic X-ray (Kα or Kβ, for
example) being emitted.
No single analytic expression for the cross section of the photoelectric
effect over all ranges of photon energies Eγ and atomic numbers Z has been





where the exponent n varies between 4 and 5, depending on the energy region.
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2.2.2 Compton scattering
Compton scattering refers to the inelastic scattering of a photon with an
electron that can be considered free relative to the energy of the incident










Figure 2.4: Compton scattering.
As a result, a photon transfers some of its initial energy to a Compton
electron that is ejected. The photon emerges as a scattered photon with
lower energy [6]






and with an angle θ relative to its original trajectory.
Compton scattering cross section for a single electron σec can be obtained
from the Klein-Nishina formula by integrating the differential cross section
over all solid angles [7]. This cross section must be multiplied by the atomic





Rayleigh scattering corresponds to the coherent scattering of a photon from
an electron that is tightly bound to an atom. The trajectory of the photon is
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slightly changed, but without a change in energy as an elastic process. The
derivation is omitted here, but the complex atomic scattering factor yields a
dependency of Z2 for the forward scattering cross section [3]. Additionally, a
proportionality to Thomson scattering cross section σTh is identified, which
relates to the elastic scattering of a photon with a free electron and follows
from the low-energy limit of Compton scattering. For the coherent forward
scattering cross section, we have
σcoh ∼ σThZ2. (2.6)
2.3 Attenuation
2.3.1 Monochromatic beam
Consider a monochromatic beam of intensity Is from an X-ray source, in-
cident on a sample with thickness x relative to the beam direction. Let us
divide the sample to differential slices of thickness dx′. The radiant intensity
dI ′(x′) that emerges from the slice is attenuated relative to the intensity I ′
that entered the slice by
dI ′ = −µI ′dx′, (2.7)
where µ is the linear attenuation coefficient, which is material dependent.













where the latter integration is carried over the depth dimension, and linear
attenuation coefficient may change over space as the material can contain






which is known as the Beer-Lambert law. We also note that the integral in
the exponential of Eq. (2.9) is commutative, implying that the relative order
of materials does not matter from a macroscopic perspective. Assuming we
can quantize the material to a discrete number of different materials, the
commutative property allows us to rearrange the materials and reduces the










where µi describes the linear attenuation coefficient of the ith material and
∆xi its thickness. For a single material this simplifies to
I = Ise
−µx. (2.11)
A more general form for µ is the mass attenuation coefficient µm, which















where A is the atomic mass number, NA is Avogadro’s number, u is the
atomic mass unit, and σi denotes a cross section [3].






where wi is the mass fraction of the ith atomic constituent and µm,i is the
corresponding mass attenuation coefficient.
Figure 2.5 depicts the structure of mass attenuation coefficients as a func-
tion of atomic number and photon energy. Discontinuities are due to X-ray
absorption edges, corresponding to ionization energies from the inner shells
of the atom. As the photon energy exceeds an inner shell ionization en-
ergy, mass attenuation coefficient rapidly increases. This is due to photons
interacting with the inner shell electrons through photoelectric effect.
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Figure 2.5: Photon mass attenuation coefficient as a function of atomic num-




Figure 3.1: Example image (55 x 31 mm2) of a moving sample produced
by Medipix3, using time-delayed integration. Intrusions of higher density
material are apparent.
From X-ray generation and photon-matter interactions our focus now tran-
sitions to methods of imaging X-rays. History of X-ray imaging starts from
the first radiograph ever produced by Wilhelm Röntgen in 1895. Imaging de-
tectors have ever since ranged from photographic plates to modern digitizing
X-ray detectors. Many of these are based on energy integrating technologies,
where an energy integrating detector (EID) records a signal proportional to
the sum of the energy of every photon incident from a source [3]. For a
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polychromatic source, information about the energies of individual photons
is lost. Additionally, dark current and other sources of noise are present in
the images. Most EIDs are indirect conversion systems, where conversion
from radiation to a signal happens through an intermediate step provided by
a scintillator. A scintillator interacts with the radiation and produces visible
light that is measured by a photodetector. Alternatively, direct conversion
systems rely on a semiconductor layer that interacts with the radiation by
generating electron-hole pairs, which are collected as signal. Photon-counting
detectors (PCDs) have the potential to overcome the issues of EIDs by pro-
cessing photons individually, and mostly through direct conversion. The
most common choice for a PCD is a hybrid pixel detector, consisting of a
semiconductor sensor layer and a readout chip. The sensor layer and the chip
are connected by the process of bump bonding, where a matrix of conduc-
tive solder bumps are deposited inbetween, in accordance to the pixel matrix.
The development of the first hybrid pixel detector dedicated to medical imag-
ing began in 1997 by the Medipix collaboration. It was preceded by rapid
development of hybrid pixel detectors, which was driven by the needs of high
energy physics experiments. A prototype detector, Medipix1, consisting of
64x64 pixels with 170 µm pitch was developed [8]. In Medipix1, each pixel is
equipped with a single 15-bit counter and a single discriminator for energy
thresholding, which can be tuned to remove non-photonic noise. Shortly after
the success of Medipix1, the Medipix2 collaboration was formed to build an
even more sophisticated chip benefiting from advances in CMOS technology.
This resulted in a chip with pixel pitch 55 µm and a matrix of 256x256 pixels
[9]. Medipix2 employed two discriminators: one for lower energy threshold
and one for higher energy threshold, enabling imaging X-rays for a single
energy range between the selected thresholds.
Finally, the Medipix3 collaboration was formed to address issues with
charge sharing in Medipix2 [10]. Fine pixelation results in problems with
charge transport to its corresponding pixel, where charges are divided to
neighbouring pixels and introduce additional counts. Additionally, Medipix3
employed two discriminators and two counters in each pixel, permitting imag-
ing of two energy ranges simultaneously.
3.1 Sensor layer
The choice of detection material for semiconductor sensing layer depends
largely on application. Traditionally, silicon (ZSi=14) has been used in high
energy physics experiments due to its low mass, reliability and cost [3]. How-
ever, silicon is limited by X-ray absorption efficiency at higher X-ray energies.
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Alternatively, compound semiconductor media, such as CdTe (ZCd=48 and
ZTe=52) have attracted interest due to high detection efficiency and good
room temperature performance. Use of CdTe as a detection medium over
the years has been limited by difficulties in producing chemically pure and
structurally perfect crystals [11], until recently due to advances of crystal
growth and device fabrication technologies. Figure 3.2 depicts the effect of
absorption efficiency between silicon and cadmium telluride as a function of
photon energy.
Figure 3.2: The effect of sensor layer visualized for 1 mm CdTe and Si [12].
A sensor layer consisting of CdTe has a higher absorption for hard X-rays
relative to a Si sensor layer.
This is partly due to the increased cross section for photon-matter inter-
actions described in Section 2.2 and their dependence on atomic number Z.
If the objective is to image materials such as aluminium (or higher Z) with
thicknesses on the order of centimeters, lower energies of the X-ray spectrum
are easily attenuated by the sample. Therefore, only higher energy photons
are left to interact with the sensor layer, and a silicon layer is increasingly
inefficient for this purpose. This is also known as beam hardening, where the
average photon energy of the spectrum is shifted towards higher energies.
Figure 3.3 attempts to visualize the effect of beam hardening, for aluminium
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thicknesses of 5 mm and 25 mm.
Figure 3.3: Beam hardening due to aluminium thicknesses of 5 mm and 25
mm. Average photon energy is shifted towards higher energies.
Let us continue with the choice of CdTe for detection material due to its
absorption efficiency at higher energies. Use of high-Z materials also intro-
duces problems such as fluorescence, which can be no longer neglected. For
cadmium telluride, characteristic photon energies peak around 31.8 keV [12],
whereas silicon has characteristic photons below 2 keV, which can be filtered
using energy thresholding. Another important limitation in some high-Z ma-
terials is charge trapping, where semiconductor defects can temporarily trap
electrons and holes, reducing the signal induced on the electrodes [13].
3.2 Charge transport
As X-rays interact with the semiconductor layer, a charge cloud consisting
of electron-hole pairs is generated. Under the influence of an applied bias
voltage, charges drift towards the collection electrodes, where the signal is
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amplified and processed by the readout chip. However, due to differences
in concentration, charge carriers diffuse during the drift, causing the charge
cloud to increase in size [14]. Depending on the depth of the interaction,
charge cloud may diffuse laterally to cross pixel boundaries, causing charge
sharing between the pixels. Figure 3.4 qualitatively depicts the effect of
diffusion across pixel boundaries, at varying depths.
CdTe
ChipThreshold
Count 0 1 0 0 1 1
a) centered hit b) charge sharing
Figure 3.4: a) Centered interaction event with proper photon counting b)
Charge sharing introducing false counts to neighbouring pixels and degrading
performance
Charges collected at the electrodes are then amplified and compared to a
selected threshold, incrementing the counter if threshold is exceeded. Addi-
tionally, interaction at a pixel boundary also splits the charge between pixels,
where an event may not be counted at all. Figure 3.5 depicts an off-center
interaction at a pixel boundary resulting in a missed hit, and a CdTe fluo-





Count 0 0 0 1 1 0
a) missed hit b) fluorescence
Figure 3.5: a) Off-center interaction event resulting in missed hit b) Centered
interaction event with CdTe fluorescence secondary photon introducing ad-
ditional counts.
3.3 Measurement modes
Medipix3 implements three different measurement modes: single channel
mode, dual channel mode and charge summing mode.
3.3.1 Single channel mode
Single channel mode makes use of a single discriminator with counter depth
up to 24 bits for a single acquisition. Consider a sample being imaged; for
every photon energy, Equation (2.10) applies, and the attenuated intensity
interacts with the sensor layer. We let a function D(E) describe the detector
efficiency, including absorption efficiency. Therefore, for a monochromatic





For a polychromatic source, the discriminator in each pixel enables us to










i=1 µi(E)∆xi dE, (3.2)
where Emax corresponds to the maximum photon energy of the X-ray source,
and E0 is defined by the discriminator. Due to charge sharing, this does not
exactly apply, skewing the measurement towards higher photon counts at
lower energies. Figure 3.6 visualizes the effect of both sensor layer interaction
and the choice of threshold. Photons below the selected threshold value are
ignored by the detector.
Figure 3.6: Depiction of sensor layer interaction with the incident spectrum




3.3.2 Dual channel mode
An additional counter in every pixel means that two different thresholds can
be used and two different portions of the incident spectrum can be mea-
sured simultaneously, up to 12 bits for each channel. Figure 3.7 visualizes
the measured intensities. When an incident photon is measured, the signal
goes through both discriminators and independently increments each counter.
This means that for a photon which exceeds both thresholds, both counters
are incremented.
(a) Threshold 0 (b) Threshold 1








i=1 µi(E)∆xi dE (3.3)







i=1 µi(E)∆xi dE (3.4)
for the upper channel, where E0 and E1 represent selected thresholds.
The benefits of measuring two channels simultaneously become apparent
when one discusses noise in the measurements. Measured intensities follow
a Poisson distribution, with mean λ and variance λ. From Figure 3.7 it is
evident that both channels share a common portion of the spectrum above the
higher threshold. One then can recover the intensity between the thresholds
by simple substraction, yielding two independent measurements from the
spectrum. A difference of two statistically independent Poisson distributions
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follows a Skellam distribution1 with higher variance λ1 + λ2 [15], impacting
photon statistics. This does not apply here, due to positive noise correlations2
arising from simultaneous counter increments [16]. After subtraction, the
noise from the upper channel is not present in the lower channel. Lower
channel simply follows a Poisson distribution with variance equal to the mean,
similar to the higher channel.
3.3.3 Charge summing mode
In order to address charge sharing, Medipix3 implements an architecture
capable of inter-pixel communication. In single channel or dual channel
mode, pixels operate independently. In charge summing mode (CSM), when
a charge cloud is generated and laterally diffused across pixel boundaries,
pixels employ arbitration logic that compares the pixel outputs and assigns
the summed charge to the pixel with the highest collected charge. If the
summed charge exceeds the higher threshold, the counter is incremented.
Individual pixel outputs below the lower threshold are ignored.
3.4 Flat-field correction
Individual pixels have a different response to the same spectrum input, due to
differences in analog circuits integrated within the pixels [17]. A calibration
procedure is necessary to produce a uniform response. A simple method
is to measure a flood image F of a flat irradiation field, where no sample is
present, with sufficient count rate statistics. With a matrix of individual pixel




ij fij over all
the pixels in the matrix. Afterwards, we can compute a matrix of correction
coefficients cij = f̄/fij. After measuring a raw image R of an unknown
sample, individual pixel responses rij can be corrected to produce a final
image V with responses vij = cijrij.
1Skellam distribution is useful in describing photon statistics of the difference of two
images. One can demonstrate a dual channel response using the single channel mode,
with two separate measurements and threshold energies. This setup would yield a Skellam
distributed lower energy channel, with variance λ1 +λ2. Higher energy channel would still
be Poisson distributed, with variance λ2.
2Positive noise correlations convert the lower channel statistics to follow a Poisson
distribution with variance λ1, reducing photon noise in the lower channel. Consequently,
both channels are Poisson distributed.
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3.5 Signal-to-equivalent thickness calibration
An alternative method to flat-field correction is to calibrate the individual
pixel responses as a function of thickness for a known material. Figure 3.8
depicts the intensity attenuation y(x) as a function of sample thickness x.
This sample material is usually selected to be representative of the unknown
sample to some extent. For example, aluminium is a common choice and
it will be used here. Each pixel measures a count rate that is converted to
an equivalent thickness relative to this sample material. Therefore, if we
measure the calibration sample material, we arrive at the true thickness of
the material directly. Due to differences in mass attenuation coefficients,
other materials diverge and do not produce accurate thickness estimates.
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Figure 3.8: Locally exponential fit yk. The goal is to model the function y(x)
based on sampled points. Sampled points are obtained by measuring the
intensity of a reference material as a function of different thicknesses. The
locally exponential fit attempts to model the function y(x) around the sam-
pled point xk. The fits around each sampled point are then inverted and used
to construct a full function estimate of x(y) using linear interpolation. As a
result, subsequent intensity measurements can be transformed to reference
material thicknesses directly.
Similar to correction coefficients in flat-field correction, the form of y(x)
is specific to a pixel. In practice, the exact form of y(x) is clearly unknown,
and the only way to infer its composition is to measure the points at varying
thicknesses, at sufficiently small intervals. Once we have sampled the points
at thickness xk, we can approximate y(x) around that point locally by an
exponential function with an offset
yk = Ak exp(akxk) +Ok. (3.5)
Fit is done for each calibration point (k = 1, ..., n) to arrive at a sequence of











Naturally, an unknown sample might produce a count rate y, which can
be between the calibrated points yk and yk+1 . We can use linear interpolation














assuming the condition yk > y > yk+1 is valid [17]. The result is that we have,
to an extent, linearized the response of each pixel, and instead operate in the
framework of equivalent thicknesses relative to a calibration material. This
serves as a basis for further analysis, especially in the case of dual channel
mode.
It is of interest to note that flat-field correction is a weaker method for
correcting individual pixel differences. One can attempt to visualize this
by plotting multiple pixels as a function of calibration sample thickness,
as in Fig. 3.8. Flat-field correction using a flood image simply attempts
to normalize the intensity at x = 0, but the individual differences in y(x)
become apparent as the calibration sample is imaged at varying thicknesses.
3.6 Time-delayed integration
Moving objects tend to introduce motion blur to images. Motion blur can
be avoided by matching the integration time of the imaging sensor to the
velocity of the object. Thus, the object movement is perceived at an instant
of time, where movement is negligible relative to physical pixel size, but at
the cost of intensity levels of the image. Time-delayed integration (TDI) is a
common technique to capture moving objects while maintaining the intensity
levels as one would have with a static image.
In the case of Medipix3, the pixel matrix (256x256) is effectively divided
into an array of 256 line scan detectors (1x256). For each line measured,
the adjacent line is measured at some time δt later, matching the distance
travelled by the object. This procedure is completed for the whole array, and
the signal is summed together to increase the total photon count measured.
As a result, Medipix3 utilizes the whole pixel matrix as an array of line scan
detectors to increase the count rate. An image is still formed, but with a
higher count rate than the static imaging counter part, where the integration
time of the sensor is matched for the whole matrix with respect to movement.
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The value of δt is naturally dependent on movement speed and with





where heff is the effective width of the pixel array in the movement direction
and v is the movement speed of the sample. Due to geometrical magnifica-
tion, heff = h/s < 55 µm, where h is the pixel pitch (55 µm) and s is the
magnification factor. As an example, if the magnification factor is s = 2, a
pixel array sees a width of 55/2 µm, and the velocity at which the camera
has to operate is double the sample movement.
Equation (3.8) is a theoretical maximum, and practically unobtainable





Readout time tr is specific to a measurement mode, and sets a limit on the
operational capacity of the camera with regard to movement speed.
In practice, TDI mode turns both flat-field correction and signal-to-
equivalent thickness calibration into a row-based method. In the perspective
of measurement pixel statistics, a sum of Poisson distributed variables still




Stereo vision refers to the ability to infer information about the 3-D structure
and distance of a scene, where at least two viewpoints are used to simulta-
neously image the scene. This 3-D information can be used to augment the
X-ray attenuation information as it is evident from Eq. (2.10) that atten-
uation is a function of sample thickness. Assuming we have two cameras
imaging the same scene as Medipix3, we can attempt to reconstruct a depth
map containing the measured samples. Furthermore, a background plane
corresponding to the conveyor belt surface can be used to transform depth
information to sample thickness information.
4.1 Camera calibration
The purpose of camera calibration in machine vision is to calibrate a map-
ping from physical 3-D coordinates to 2-D image coordinates produced by
a camera. This mapping is described by geometric and optical characteris-
tics of a camera (intrinsic parameters), in addition to extrinsic coordinates,
which define the position and orientation of the camera relative to a world
coordinate system. A set of 3-D coordinates can be generated using a known
calibration pattern, such as a checkerboard pattern, preferably with a known
grid size in physical units.
4.1.1 Camera model
Let us introduce a planar checkerboard pattern that is imaged by a camera.
We define a world coordinate system based on the pattern and its orientation.
The inner corners of the pattern can be employed as calibration markers,
forming a correspondence between a world coordinate system and an image
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coordinate system imaged by a camera.
For a given coordinate p = [X, Y, Z]T in the world reference frame, we
wish to find a transformation to the coordinate pc = [Xc, Yc, Zc]
T in a camera
reference frame. This can be simply accomplished by a rotation R followed
by a translation t,
pc = Rp + t. (4.1)
This defines a set of extrinsic parameters relative to the world coordinate
system for a specific camera. The extrinsic parameters consist of orientation
and location, with 6 parameters, since the 3-D rotation matrix R can be
decomposed to three Euler angles ω, ϕ, and κ.
Consider a pinhole camera model as depicted in Fig. 4.1. A point pc is
projected to a physical image plane π as point q. The image plane is parallel











Figure 4.1: Pinhole camera model






where Yc and Zc are obtained from coordinates of pc. Extending this to two










The physical image plane π represents an image sensor consisting of a grid
of pixels. Digital image coordinates typically start from a corner rather than
center, and the camera may have non-square pixels. We can represent this



















where u and v denote pixel coordinates, sx and sy describe axis specific
scaling, and q0 = [u0, v0]
T are the pixel coordinates of the principal point,
which ideally corresponds to the image center. These parameters define
the set of intrinsic parameters specific to a camera, describing the relation
between physical image plane and image coordinates.
With a calibration pattern in its own world coordinate system, we are now
nearly equipped to formulate a matrix relation between the world coordinates
and image coordinates, representing a linear system of equations with several
corresponding points. A problem stands in the form of nonlinearity of 1/Zc
in Eqs. (4.4, 4.5) due to perspective projection. This can be avoided by








fx s u00 fy v0
0 0 1
r11 r12 r13 t1r21 r22 r23 t2








where we can solve for the matrix relation between the coordinates up to
a scale factor λ and recover the pixel coordinates of the image plane by
dividing the result with λ. Here we have defined fx ≡ f/sx and fy ≡ f/sy
to denote focal depth in pixels. We additionally introduced skewness s for
non-orthogonal axes, but for modern cameras this is usually zero. The first
matrix contains the intrinsic parameters, which we denote by
K =
fx s u00 fy v0
0 0 1
 . (4.7)
The use of homogeneous coordinates enables us to express the extrinsic pa-
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Given that our selection of a calibration pattern is planar, all the cali-
bration points are coplanar. This lets us choose a world coordinate system
where Z = 0 for every calibration point, reducing Eq. (4.6) toλuλv
λ
 =
fx s u00 fy v0
0 0 1











where we have carried out the matrix multiplication to a single projective
transformation matrix H (or a homography [18]) with elements hij.
The problem is now transformed into finding a solution to H, for which
there are various techniques, but a simple one will be presented here. From
the calibration pattern we obtain various corresponding points with coordi-
nate pairs (ui, vi) ↔ (Xi, Yi, 0), where we denote the pair index with i. For
a single coordinate pair, the following appliesλuiλvi
λ
 =





We can break down the matrix to a set of equations
uiλ = h11Xi + h12Yi + h13, (4.11)
viλ = h21Xi + h22Yi + h23, (4.12)
λ = h31Xi + h32Yi + h33. (4.13)






h11Xi + h12Yi + h13
h31Xi + h32Yi + 1
(4.14)
With some algebra we arrive at the relation
ui = h11Xi + h12Yi + h13 − h31uiXi − h32uiYi. (4.15)
Similarly for vi, we have
vi = h21Xi + h22Yi + h23 − h31viXi − h32viYi. (4.16)
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a = Mh, (4.18)
where M is a 2n × 8 matrix. Matrix M can be solved using least squares,
assuming we have at least n ≥ 4 corresponding points from the calibration
pattern. A linear least squares solution gives us
h = (MTM)−1MTa, (4.19)
where vector h contains the matrix elements for constructing homography
H.
4.1.2 Zhang’s method
With homography H, we can now move on towards estimating both intrin-
sic and extrinsic parameters using a coplanar calibration pattern such as a
checkerboard pattern. Zhang’s method [20] is a widely used technique for es-
timating the parameters, among various other methods not mentioned here.
The method provides a closed-form solution for parameter estimation which
will be used to demonstrate the basic principles. However, parameters esti-
mated are not optimal, since the closed-form solution attempts to minimize
algebraic distance, which is not physically meaningful [20]. Nevertheless, the
estimated parameters serve as a good initial guess, which can be refined us-
ing nonlinear optimization to provide better results, together with estimating
nonlinear effects such as distortion, which are briefly discussed in the next
section. The original paper addresses these problems and provides the meth-
ods for parameter optimization based on maximum likelihood estimation.
























Using the orthonormality of r1 and r2, we have
0 = rT1 r2 = (K
−1h1)












A single homography has 8 degrees of freedom, which is not enough to esti-
mate both extrinsic and intrinsic parameters. There are 6 extrinsic parame-
ters and 5 intrinsic parameters to be estimated. Equations (4.22) and (4.23)
give two constraints on the intrinsic parameters for each homography. There-
fore, at least three images of the planar calibration pattern from different
relative orientations are required. These images produce three different ho-
mographies in order to have enough constraints for a solution. Alternatively,
if one can assume skewness s to be zero, two images are sufficient.
Let
B = K−TK−1 =
B11 B12 B13B12 B22 B23
B13 B23 B33
 . (4.24)
Matrix B is symmetric and can be represented as a vector
b =
[
B11 B12 B22 B13 B23 B33
]T
. (4.25)






= B11(hi1hj1) + B12(hi1hj2 + hi2hj1) (4.27)
+B22(hi2hj2) + B13(hi1hj3 + hi3hj1) (4.28)














Considering the constraints described by Equations (4.22) and (4.23), we can




b = 0, (4.32)
or
Vb = 0, (4.33)
where V is a 2n × 6 matrix. Solution to Eq. (4.33) can be computed using
singular value decomposition and selecting the right singular vector of V
associated with the smallest singular value as the solution to b. However,
matrix B can be constructed using elements of b only up to a scale factor λ.
Recall the definition of K in Eq. (4.7). We can write explicitly the ele-









































from which intrinsic parameters can be computed as
v0 = (B12B13 − B11B23)/(B11B22 − B212)







s = −B12f 2xfy/λ
u0 = sv0/fy − B13f 2x/λ.
Using the intrinsic parameters to construct K, the extrinsic parameters for





r3 = r1 × r2
t = λK−1h3




In practice, cameras with optics tend to produce physical distortions when
imaging objects. If a checkerboard pattern is imaged, grid lines might appear
nonlinear in the image. This nonlinearity is usually assumed to be predomi-
nantly radial and additionally, in some cases, somewhat tangential. A radial
distortion aims to model the distortion caused by a lens system, usually com-
posed of several optical elements. A tangential distortion may be caused by
optical elements not being stricly collinear [21]. Distortion effects are quali-
tatively depicted in Fig. 4.2. Denoting distorted pixel coordinates as ũ and




4 + ... (4.34)
δv(r) = k1r
2 + k2r
4 + ..., (4.35)
where k1 and k2 are coefficients for radial distortion and r =
√
ũ2 + ṽ2.
Displacement due to tangential distortion can be approximated as
δu(t) = 2p1ũṽ + p2(r
2 + 2ũ2), (4.36)
δv(t) = p1(r
2 + 2ṽ2) + 2p2ũṽ, (4.37)
where p1 and p2 are coefficients for tangential distortion [19].
(a) Radial displacement (b) Tangential displacement





Consider a 3-D point p in the scene demonstrated by Fig. 4.3 and the objec-
tive is to determine its distance relative to a camera. The scene consists of
two calibrated cameras, that have been calibrated using the methods men-
tioned in earlier sections. The cameras are referred to left and right from
now on, corresponding to subscript notation l and r. If we consider the left
image plane πl, the point p is seen as pl in the left camera reference frame,
and projected as ql to the image plane πl. Determining distance using only
one camera here is ambiguous as the point pl can lie anywhere on the line
described by points ol and p.
Let us introduce another camera from different orientation (right-hand
side of Fig. 4.3). The line from ol towards p can be projected to the right
image plane πr. This projected line is also known as an epipolar line. The
epipolar line contains the point p projected as qr on the right image plane.
Point qr provides us with information about how to resolve the ambiguity of












Figure 4.3: Epipolar geometry of a stereo camera system. Search for corre-
sponding point in the right image plane is restricted to the line defined by
the right epipole er and projected point qr. Red lines attempt to emphasize
the ambiguity in depth without the addition of a secondary camera, and the
need to properly identify corresponding points for accuracy.
We can also consider the reverse case of projecting the right-hand epipolar
line to the left image plane. Additionally, we can identify a line from the
projection centers ol to or. This is called the baseline, and the intersection
of the baseline with an image plane provides us a point called epipole. Epipole
is contained in every epipolar line [22]. Points or, ol and p define an epipolar
plane.
Points on the left camera frame are related to the right camera frame by
the relation
pr = R(pl − t), (4.38)
where R describes a rotation matrix and t = or − ol a translation vector
between the camera frames. Consider the point p being visible to both
cameras. From camera calibration we know that this point is related to the
camera frames by their respective extrinsic parameters as
pr = Rrp + tr (4.39)
pl = Rlp + tl. (4.40)
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By inverting the extrinsic transformations, we can describe the point p al-
ternatively as
p = RTr (pr − tr) = RTl (pl − tl). (4.41)
Therefore,
pr = R(pl − t) = Rrp + tr
= RrR
T
l (pl − tl) + tr
= RrR
T
l (pl − tl + RlRTr tr),
or
R(pl − t) = RrRTl (pl − tl + RlRTr tr), (4.42)




t = tl −RlRTr tr (4.44)
describe the rigid transformation between the left and right camera frames
in terms of extrinsic parameters obtained from camera calibration [22].
4.3 Rectification
(a) Camera 1 (left) (b) Camera 2 (right)
Figure 4.4: Raw image input from a stereo camera system. Images repro-
duced with permission from Antmicro Ltd2.
2https://antmicro.com/blog/2020/02/industrial-3d-camera-system/,
2020 [Online; accessed 26-April-2021].
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A view from a stereo camera system from different image planes from each
camera is depicted in Fig 4.4. As visualized earlier in Fig. 4.3, epipolar
lines are usually not collinear, complicating the search for matching points
computationally. This is solved by projecting the images onto a common
image plane, given by projective transformations Hl and Hr. Additionally,
this transformation is done with the constraint that epipolar lines must be
parallel to the horizontal axis of the common image plane and corresponding
points must have identical vertical coordinates. This simplifies the search for




Figure 4.5: Image rectification procedure. Images are projected to a common
plane where epipolar lines are parallel to the horizontal axis.
From Eq. (4.43) we know the relative rotation R and translation t be-
tween the cameras. Rotation matrix R can be transformed to an axis-angle
representation describing the axis of rotation and its magnitude. Using this
representation, we can split the relative rotation to two rotations, described
by rotation matrices Rl and Rr which are obtained using Rodrigues’ rotation
formula from the axis-angle representation. In this case, each camera rotates
a half rotation, such that the cameras are rotated into a coplanar alignment
[23].
This does not guarantee that epipolar lines are parallel to the horizontal
axis. A row alignment rotation can be constructed by the choice of a new






Furthermore, we require that e2 is orthogonal to the first vector. This can be
obtained by computing and normalizing a cross product between the optical
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axis direction vector and e1 as
e2 =
1√







Finally, the third unit vector is obtained by the cross product
e3 = e1 × e2. (4.47)






which is applied to both camera views after rotating them to coplanar align-
ment [22].








where K represents a common intrinsic matrix for both cameras, which can
be chosen arbitrarily [24]. Figure 4.6 depicts the result of the image rectifi-
cation procedure, with resulting left and right images overlaid on top of each
other.
Figure 4.6: Rectified and overlaid image. Image reproduced with permission
from Antmicro Ltd.
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4.4 Disparity and depth
With images being projected to a common plane with a common focal depth,
depth computation becomes trivial. The process follows a simple triangu-
lation method using two parameters obtained earlier: baseline B = or − ol
and focal depth f . Focal depth is the effective focal depth in pixels (recall
definitions of fx and fy in K, physical focal depth was scaled to pixels), and
baseline is in physical units. Let us assume we have identified positions ur








Figure 4.7: Triangulation geometry containing two pairs of similar triangles.














Solving for disparity d gives















So far we have only discussed single points of interest and we have as-
sumed we have identified their locations in both images. This is not a fair
assumption to make in practice, and the problem of correspondence has to be
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addressed here. The OpenCV library [25] implements a semi-global matching
based algorithm [26], which provides a dense disparity map from a rectified
stereo image pair. This implementation is outside the scope of the thesis,
but it is suitable for real-time applications.
Figure 4.8: Dense disparity image provided by semi-global matching. Image
reproduced with permission from Antmicro Ltd.
As it is evident from Fig. 4.8, a distinct background plane is visible.
Disparity is in terms of pixels, and depth is relative to the camera baseline.
The objective is to measure sample thickness. A random sample consensus
(RANSAC) [27] based algorithm was implemented that, in the presence of
noise, fits a robust estimate for a background plane of the form
Ax+By + Cz +D = 0, (4.54)
to the depth image. Sample thickness was then simply computed by sub-
tracting depth map from the background plane.
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Figure 4.9: Background plane corrected depth map, with additional bounding






Images produced by Medipix3 and stereo camera are formed on their respec-
tive image planes. An image registration procedure is needed in order to
align the data into a common coordinate plane for data fusion.
5.1.1 Projective transformation
Both cameras are assumed to follow a pinhole camera model. For Medipix3,
this follows immediately as no imaging optics are used. Stereo camera image
output is free of distortion due to camera calibration. Due to pinhole cam-
era model, a homography H relates the projective transformation between
the image planes formed by Medipix3 and stereo camera. A point (u, v) in
the disparity image plane can be transformed to X-ray plane (x, y) by the















a) Disparity image b) X-ray image
Figure 5.1: Example of a point correspondence using circular control points
as features. Result is a coordinate pair of (u, v) and (x, y) representing the
same point in physical space.
Following the homography estimation method described in Section 4.1.1
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a = Mh (5.2)
for each point correspondence between the images, where M is a 2n × 8
matrix. The process of obtaining corresponding points from both image
planes is demonstrated in Fig. 5.1. Again, assuming we have at least n ≥ 4
corresponding points from both image planes, a linear least squares solution
gives us
h = (MTM)−1MTa, (5.3)





Since Medipix3 images objects at a higher image resolution when compared
to the stereo camera, we wish to compute a result that retains this result but
includes information from both cameras. Transformation H provides the
necessary information for transforming each individual pixel in the disparity
image to the X-ray image plane. However, due to image resolution mismatch,
directly mapping disparity image pixels to X-ray plane does not provide an
unambiguous result on a pixel-to-pixel basis.
This can be solved by inverting the homography H and iterating over
every pixel coordinate from X-ray image plane and projecting to disparity
image plane, and using bilinear interpolation to assign a value for each X-





(u, v + 1) (u+ 1, v + 1)
(u+ 1, v)(u, v)
Figure 5.2: Intensity estimation at (X, Y ) using bilinear interpolation with
intensities at (u, v), (u+ 1, v), (u, v+ 1), and (u+ 1, v+ 1). Coordinates such
as (u, v) represent pixels in the original disparity image. Coordinate (X, Y )
represents a transformed pixel from X-ray image using transformation H−1.
We have
I(x, y) = Wu,vI(u, v)
+Wu+1,vI(u+ 1, v)
+Wu,v+1I(u, v + 1)





Wu,v = (u+ 1−X)(v + 1− Y ), (5.5)
Wu+1,v = (X − u)(v + 1− Y ), (5.6)
Wu,v+1 = (u+ 1−X)(Y − v), (5.7)
Wu+1,v+1 = (X − u)(Y − v) (5.8)
and I represents the pixel intensity at specified position [28]. Resulting
composite image is shown in Fig. 5.3, where transformed and interpolated
disparity image is overlaid on top of the X-ray image.




This chapter outlines two algorithms and a method for evaluating their per-
formance. An algorithm using a combination of single channel mode and
stereo vision is compared to an algorithm using dual channel mode. Both
algorithms produce a single numerical value for every pixel.
6.1 Single channel and thickness
Here, only a single channel is used on Medipix3 at 12 bits of counter depth
for each pixel with energy threshold E0. If we measure a flat-field image with












i=1 µi(E)∆xi dE. (6.2)













where µ represents a numerical estimate for an effective attenuation coeffi-




With two discriminators, we can measure two portions of the spectrum, de-








i=1 µi(E)∆xi dE, (6.5)







i=1 µi(E)∆xi dE. (6.6)
As denoted in Section 3.3.2, the intensitites share a common portion of the
spectrum above the higher threshold. We obtain independent measurements
by defining channel responses as
c0 ≡ I0 − I1 (6.7)
and
c1 ≡ I1. (6.8)
Assuming an ideal detector1, we can simulate the macroscopic behaviour
of sample attenuation using the spectrum obtained from SPEKTR 3.0 tool-
box [4], together with elemental attenuation coefficients obtained from XCOM
database [12]. For copper and aluminium, the parametric plot of intensity
as a function of sample thickness is visualised in Fig. 6.1.




Figure 6.1: Parametric plot of channel responses as a function of sample
thickness for copper and aluminium samples.
Initially, the channel responses c0 and c1 start from a common point,
which corresponds to the intensity with no sample present. Due to differ-
ences in spectral attenuation, the parametric curves quickly deviate from one
another, until they meet again at the point where intensity has been reduced
to zero for both channels. The form of the parametric curve is dependent on
threshold selection.
We now employ signal-to-equivalent thickness calibration discussed in
Section 3.5, using aluminium as reference material. Calibration is done for
both channels c0 and c1 by measuring aluminium samples with varying thick-
nesses. Following the calibration, we may transform the measured intensities
to equivalent thickness as
t0 ≡ t0(c0) = t0(y0 − y1) (6.9)
and
t1 ≡ t1(c1) = t1(y1). (6.10)
This effectively linearizes the response relative to the calibration material.
This is shown in Fig. 6.2, where the calibration material is diagonal and
other materials deviate from the diagonal line.
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Figure 6.2: Result of signal-to-equivalent thickness calibration. Reference
material (aluminium) is diagonal.




(t0 + t1) (6.11)
and
m = t0 − t1, (6.12)
yields m = 0 for reference material as t0 = t1. Deviation from m = 0 can
therefore be interpreted as different material.
Let us briefly discuss the qualitative behaviour of the material estimate m
as a function of atomic number Z, assuming aluminium (ZAl=13) as calibra-
tion material and an ideal detector. As Z increases, lower energy photons are
more effectively attenuated relative to the calibration material. This implies
that c0 reduces at a faster rate, resulting in a higher thickness estimate t0.
Thickness estimate t1 is less affected by this, and as a result m increases.
Figure 2.5 depicts the mass attenuation coefficients as a function of Z and
photon energy E. Due to photoelectric effect, there are asymmetric discon-
tinuities, describing different characteristic edges. Above the characteristic
edge, photons are emitted as characteristic photons. For aluminium, charac-
teristic K edge is at EK = 1.5 keV. As Z increases, EK increases. At some
point, EK approaches the lower threshold E0, converting photons from the
lower channel c0 to characteristic photons. These photons were originally
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above the threshold, but conversion to characteristic photons results in a re-
jection by the discriminator. This results in a decrease in c0 and an increase
in t0, increasing the material estimate even further. As EK passes E0, char-
acteristic photons are accepted by the lower energy discriminator, resulting
in a rapid increase in c0. This reduces lower channel thickness estimate,
and material estimate m begins to rapidly decrease. Once EK approaches
the upper threshold E1, photons are converted from c1 to c0 again due to
photoelectric effect. Counts in c0 increase rapidly, and thickness estimate
t0 decreases rapidly, vice versa for the upper channel. This decreases the
material estimate even more. As EK passes E1, characteristic photons no
longer have as significant role in m, and the original behaviour resumes with
m increasing as Z increases.
Figure 6.3: Simulated behaviour of material estimate as a function of atomic
number K edge. Average material thickness t is constant. Thresholds are E0
= 10 keV and E1 = 30 keV.
As it is evident from Fig. 6.3, material estimation is not bijective. Thresh-
old selection defines degeneracies between materials. Additionally, the issues
of charge sharing degrade energy resolution. For real-time measurements,
dual channel approach requires more data to be processed compared to sin-
gle channel approach. This increases the readout time and decreases the
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available integration time for the detector, reducing intensities measured and
introducing higher photon noise. As a result, single channel approach can
have a higher throughput in terms of samples processed over time, consider-
ing the effect of photon noise.
6.3 Evaluation
Algorithms described earlier both operate on a pixel basis. However, a
method to evaluate their performance is still needed. For the purposes of
real time material discrimination, samples were obtained from various Euro-
pean mines in collaboration for determining the performance. The samples
were individually measured using an X-ray tomography based GeoCore X10
drill core scanner, developed by Orexplore AB2. Drill core scanner provided
a non-destructive method for obtaining reference data for each sample, on
an elemental basis, where mass percentage estimates for each element were
provided.
Evidently, from the perspective of retaining as much target material as
possible, the optimal solution is to retain all samples when performing sample
discrimination. The balancing force is the economical perspective, where a
sample might contain too little target material to be worth processing. This
is a function of the ratio of ore material relative to the waste material that
needs to be processed. In mathematical terms, this forms a threshold ta that
is related to the number of pixels classified as ore relative to the area of the
sample in pixels. Both algorithms described in this chapter aim to provide a
single numerical value for each pixel, which can be also thresholded to an ore
or waste classification. This forms a set of two thresholds (ta, tp), where ta
is derived from an economical perspective, and tp is derived from a physical
perspective. Assuming we have a set of samples that somewhat accurately
describes the population of samples, we can form an optimized estimate for
tp for both algorithms. Therefore, only ta is left to be optimized, determined
entirely by economical benefit.
A common approach to describe the diagnostic ability of a binary classifier
system is to compute a receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC). In
principle, a similar curve is introduced here. With the reference data, we
can sort the samples based on ore content and compute a theoretical upper
bound for the performance. We compute a ratio of ore mass with respect to
the total mass of each sample, and iterate the threshold tp over a range where




ore. This results in a plot of ore mass kept as a function of total mass
kept. A set of curves is produced. Threshold tp is chosen by selecting the
corresponding curve that maximizes the area-under-curve and this is assumed
to be an optimized value for threshold tp.
Figure 6.4: Optimal curve for algorithm performance, obtained from maxi-
mizing area-under-curve using reference data from GeoCore X10.
Figure 6.4 depicts an optimal curve corresponding to threshold tp. The
asymptotic limit demonstrates a case where samples are clearly divided into
ore and waste, and ore mass contributes little to the total mass. In this case,
a great deal of waste can be evidently removed from the ore processing at
an early stage. On the contrary, a diagonal line demonstrates the opposite
scenario, where samples are so uniformly distributed in ore content that
sorting cannot introduce any benefit. An algorithm operating on the same
set of samples should produce a curve below the optimal curve. The optimal
curve serves as an ideal case for algorithm performance, since the limiting





The purpose of this chapter is to give the reader a more concrete overview
of the instrumentation, samples and the conducted measurements, before
committing to the results in the next chapter.
7.1 Devices and hardware
A stereo vision camera system for the purpose of real-time sample thickness
measurements was developed by Antmicro Ltd during the project. The device
is shown in Figure 7.1 and the camera details are outlined in Table 7.1. Real-
time operation is achieved with GPGPU1 acceleration operating with the
open source algorithms mentioned in Section 4.4. The camera is fitted with
two 16 mm focal length, electronically controlled liquid lenses that enable a
focusing range of 8 cm.
1General-Purpose Graphics Processing Unit
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Figure 7.1: Industrial 3-D stereo vision camera system developed by Antmi-
cro Ltd.
The distance from belt to camera is 80 cm, and the viewing area is 50x25
cm. From the parameters obtained from camera calibration, the focal depth
in pixels is roughly 2909 pixels. With sample thicknesses up to 5 cm, we
have a range for distances from 75 cm to 80 cm. From Eq. (4.53), we obtain
a range for disparities from 182 to 194 with a bit depth of 8 per pixel.
This yields a depth resolution of roughly 4 mm/disparity level. For the
purpose of improving depth resolution, a sub-pixel estimation algorithm was
implemented by manipulating input images (horizontal stretching with linear
interpolation) and subsequently scaling the disparity map. In addition, the
device supports external hardware triggering for synchronizing the device
operation.
Sensor Resolution (px) Baseline (cm) Height (cm) Frame rate Interface
CMV2000 2048 x 1088 5 80 20 Ethernet
Table 7.1: Stereo vision camera details.
As prefaced in Chapter 1, the demanding requirements of the application
introduced a need for high-speed electronics readout for the Medipix3 array.
Developed Widepix2 devices are depicted in Fig. 7.2 and the device details
are outlined in Table 7.2.
2Medipix3 array
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(a) Widepix L 1x15. (b) Widepix F 1x30.
Figure 7.2: Images of 210 mm (left) and 420 mm (right) Widepix devices.
New high-speed readout architecture is included in the 420 mm device.
Initial tasks related to research and development of the real-time data
fusion were conducted at the VTT X-ray laboratory in Oulu, Finland. A
radiation shielded X-ray cabinet containing various remotely controlled lin-
ear actuators, a stereo vision camera system and a Widepix 1x5 is shown
in Fig. 7.3. The linear actuators are capable of simulating conveyor belt
behaviour up to 1.5 m/s, but the practical limitation is due to old readout
electronics architecture of the Widepix 1x5 device. The sample tray is at-
tached to a linear actuator and can be moved at selected speed between the
Widepix and stereo vision camera for imaging and data fusion purposes. A
real-time demonstration using this configuration is illustrated in Section 8.4.
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(a) Overview. (b) Widepix 1x5.
Figure 7.3: Interior of an X-ray cabinet at the VTT laboratory. Linear actu-
ators enable sample movement in order to simulate conveyor belt behaviour.
Stereo vision camera system is installed with additional radiation shielding.
Camera Sensitive area (cm) Resolution (px) Frame rate Interface
Widepix 1x5 7 x 1.4 1280 x 256 50 USB2
Widepix L 1x15 21 x 1.4 3840 x 256 50 USB2
Widepix F 1x30 42 x 1.4 7680 x 256 450 USB3
Table 7.2: Widepix device details.
7.2 Samples
A set of samples were obtained from three different mines: Lovisagruvan,
Hellas Gold and Asarel Medet. Lovisagruvan is a small Swedish mine pro-
ducing high grade zinc-lead-silver ore. In total, 53 samples were obtained
from Lovisagruvan. Based on the reference data acquired using GeoCore
X10, the samples contain mostly lead and zinc as ore elements. The metal
content of the heavy elements between samples varied significantly, and the




Element Minimum (%) Maximum (%) Average (%)
Zn 0.00 22.11 2.67
Pb 0.00 12.32 1.05
Fe 0.67 17.10 4.62
Table 7.3: Mass percentages of dominant heavy elements in the provided set
of samples for Lovisagruvan.
(a) Batch 1 (b) Batch 2
Figure 7.4: Lovisagruvan samples.
The second mine, Hellas Gold, consists of two mining operations: a gold-
silver-lead-zinc mine and a silver-lead-zinc mine, located in northern Greece.
Similar to Lovisagruvan mine, the samples obtained contained mostly zinc
and lead as ore elements. In total, 56 samples were obtained with refer-
ence data, with Table 7.4 describing the ranges of relevant heavy elements.
Samples for Hellas Gold are displayed in Figure 7.5.
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Element Minimum (%) Maximum (%) Average (%)
Zn 0.03 23.97 2.61
Pb 0.00 16.74 0.81
Fe 1.41 30.34 10.8
Table 7.4: Mass percentages of dominant heavy elements in the provided set
of samples for Hellas Gold.
(a) Batch 1 (b) Batch 2
Figure 7.5: Hellas Gold samples.
Asarel Medet is a Bulgarian mine, mining and processing mainly copper
ore. Significant challenges in terms of ore sorting are due to relatively high
iron content, and its similarity to copper in atomic number and therefore
attenuation characteristics. In total, 55 samples were obtained and their
copper and iron ranges are presented in Table 7.5. Samples for Asarel Medet
are displayed in Figure 7.6.
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Element Minimum (%) Maximum (%) Average (%)
Cu 0.00 1.32 0.14
Fe 1.32 7.37 3.58
Table 7.5: Mass percentages of dominant heavy elements in the provided set
of samples for Asarel Medet.




Measurements were divided to two separate campaigns using a sorter research
prototype at a Comex Group3 laboratory in Poland using a research sorter
prototype, which is shown in Figure 7.7.
(a) Overview. (b) Stereo vision camera.
Figure 7.7: Overview of the research sorter prototype at Comex Group lab-
oratory in Poland, where the measurement campaigns were conducted. The
right image features the stereo vision system installed with additional illu-
mination.
The first campaign employed the 210 mm wide Medipix3 array using sin-
gle channel mode, augmented with a stereo vision camera system. A subse-
quent secondary campaign demonstrated the high-speed readout electronics
for a full 420 mm wide array, imaging the same set of samples with dual
channel mode at much higher speeds. Parameters, such as integration time
t, sample movement speed v, energy thresholds E0 and E1 are laid out in
Table 7.6. X-ray tube voltages were 160 kVp for both campaigns, with 2.0
and 2.5 mA tube currents respectively. Measurement parameter choices were
strictly driven by the requirements of real-time operation, with the goal of
minimizing X-ray photon noise. Due to charge sharing effects, measured inci-
dent spectrum is skewed towards lower energies and the use of higher energy
thresholds reduces the measured intensity. Thresholds were not optimized





Channels Width (mm) E0 (keV) E1 (keV) t (ms) v (m/s) I (mA)
Single 210 15 - 50 0.24 2.0
Dual 420 8 20 1 1.50 2.5
Table 7.6: Measurement parameters for the two campaigns. High speed
and low photon counts restrict the choice of energy thresholds. Thresholds
were chosen with the intent to equalize and maximize photon counts between
channels.
As visualized in Figure 5.1, image registration between cameras was im-
plemented using circular features obtained from metal nuts, where the circles
and the circle centers are the points of interest in both image planes. How-
ever, the first campaign did not incorporate synchronized operation, and the
disparity images were manually processed to mimic a result from synchro-
nization. After image registration, only a single free parameter is left, which
corresponds to the offset between images along the belt movement direction.
This offset was manually chosen for each disparity image and the result is
shown in Figure 7.8. In addition, the sub-pixel estimation was configured to
improve depth resolution threefold.
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(a) Image of samples. (b) X-ray image. (c) Disparity image.
(d) Composite image.
Figure 7.8: Offline synchronization results for data fusion in the first mea-
surement campaign.
The dual channel algorithm required the measurement of reference mate-
rial, and aluminium was chosen as it is an adequate representation of waste
material. Figure 7.9 depicts the chosen calibration thickness steps, and the
result of the signal-to-equivalent thickness calibration for both channels, as
described in Section 3.5.
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Figure 7.9: Reference material with various thicknesses for signal-to-
equivalent thickness calibration. Aluminium was used as the reference ma-




An upper bound for the performance is obtained from the optimal results
provided by the drill core scanner. A baseline algorithm was obtained from
simply employing the single channel approach without thickness compensa-
tion. Thickness based methods were divided to two approaches: first one
applies a pixel-wise thickness compensation, and the second one simply com-
putes a maximum thickness for each sample, which is applied pixel-wise.
Additionally, a qualitative comparison to material estimation is visualized
using the baseline algorithm.
Samples from the three individual mines were analyzed using both algo-
rithms. Table 8.1 depicts the mines and their respective ore elements that
are extracted. Other heavy elements, such as iron, can contribute to decrease
in sorting performance due to similar atomic number to that of copper and
zinc.
Mine Ore elements Other heavy elements
Lovisagruvan Zn, Pb Fe
Hellas Gold Zn, Pb Fe
Asarel Medet Cu Fe
Table 8.1: Classifications of ore in analysis for each specific mine. Contribu-
tions from ore mass for each ore element are summed.
8.1 Lovisagruvan
Figure 8.1 displays the results for the thickness-based algorithms. A clear
improvement in performance is obtained by augmentation of thickness infor-
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mation. The optimal curve signals that a good amount of waste mass can be
rejected without a significant loss in ore mass. This is dictated by the choice
of threshold ta, which defines a set of points along the curve.
Figure 8.1: Lovisagruvan, first campaign.
Correspondingly, results of the dual channel approach from the subse-
quent campaign are depicted in Figure 8.2. Acquired performance is yet
again arguably better than the baseline, if one considers that the choice of
ta is driven by the goal of high ore mass kept percentage.
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Figure 8.2: Lovisagruvan, second campaign.
8.2 Hellas Gold
For Hellas Gold, Figure 8.3 depicts the results from the first campaign. A
clear improvement over baseline is achieved over the relevant range for thresh-
old ta, corresponding to high ore mass yield.
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Figure 8.3: Hellas Gold, first campaign.
In contrast, dual channel approach is depicted in Figure 8.4, signalling




Figure 8.4: Hellas Gold, second campaign.
8.3 Asarel Medet
For Asarel Medet, the optimal curve signals that ore and waste distribution
in samples is more uniform, and sorting cannot introduce a significant re-
duction in waste without significantly reducing ore mass simultaneously. As




Figure 8.5: Asarel Medet, first campaign.
Similar to Hellas Gold, material estimation for Asarel Medet fails to pro-
duce any additional information over the baseline, as visualized in Figure 8.6.
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Figure 8.6: Asarel Medet, second campaign.
8.4 Online demonstration
In addition to assessing performance for sample discrimination, tests related
to online demonstration were conducted at the VTT X-ray laboratory. A
successful demonstration of the real-time data fusion was conducted at a
speed of 0.24 m/s. Both cameras were configured to operate on a single
synchronization signal, and data fusion was implemented by prior image
registration. A ring buffer of images was implemented in the data fusion
software to account for the physical offset between the cameras. The result
is shown in Figure 8.7, where the algorithm output for single channel and
stereo vision camera is visible. Two samples appear similar, but due to
thickness compensation the other sample is rejected.
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Figure 8.7: Real-time data fusion test at the VTT laboratory. Green and red
colors refer to accepted and rejected sample data, which is relayed to pneu-
matic ejectors in the final application. A slight vertical blurring is present




In summary, relevant X-ray physics and measurement principles were dis-
cussed, leading up to the Medipix3 detector for X-ray imaging. Augmen-
tation of X-ray data was achieved by the addition of a stereo vision cam-
era, supplementing complementary information in the form of sample thick-
nesses. Furthermore, calibration methods for both imaging modalities were
discussed. Data fusion was demonstrated and two algorithms for sample dis-
crimination were outlined. In addition, a method for algorithm performance
evaluation was introduced. Sorting performance was evaluated for three dif-
ferent mines, and good results were obtained for Lovisagruvan and Hellas
Gold mines. However, due to elemental similarity and material distribution
within samples, results for Asarel Medet were inadequate. Other imaging
modalities need to be considered for improving performance in this case.
Taking into account that stereo camera is considerably less affected by
photon noise as sample speed is increased, we can conclude that stereo vi-
sion approach yields superior performance in terms of sample throughput.
Therefore, the stereo camera is not a limiting factor for the sample through-
put or conveyor belt speed. In contrast, the Medipix3 data processing limits
the conveyor belt speed, depending on the measurement mode used. Use
of dual channel doubles the amount of data and thus, doubles the readout
time. At conveyor belt speed 1.5 m/s, theoretical maximum for integration
time is 9.4 ms, assuming zero readout time and no geometrical magnifica-
tion. Considering that integration time for the second campaign was only
1.0 ms, almost 90% of the available integration time is spent by the detector
processing the data. Single channel approach halves the amount of data and
therefore presumably halves the amount of time spent processing, enabling
higher integration time. One can also consider the effect of X-ray source
selection; increasing the tube current would yield a higher irradiance and in-
crease the count rate, negating the effects of low integration time. However,
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this likely comes at the cost of a larger focal spot size, reducing image sharp-
ness and the benefits of high resolution imaging become questionable. On the
other hand, one could simply increase the number of X-ray sources and de-
tectors to increase the irradiance. Furthermore, a higher X-ray source power
can enable further threshold optimization. Additionally, one has to take into
account the conditions of a higher X-ray flux, where subsequent photon in-
teraction events increase in frequency. The detector is limited in processing
speed, and a phenomenon called pulse-pileup can occur [29], where multiple
photons are interpreted as a single event due to simultaneous coincidental
interactions.
Figure 9.1 demonstrates the principle for integration time between single
and dual channel mode, as a function of conveyor belt speed. Equivalent
signal-to-noise ratio in terms of photon noise is achieved at much higher
speeds when using the single channel mode, enabling much higher sample
throughput.
Figure 9.1: Example of integration time as a function of conveyor belt speed
for both single and dual channel mode. A lower readout time due to reduced
data significantly affects the total sample throughput between the measure-
ment modes.
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The performance of the demonstrated system can be improved by rec-
ognizing the fact that the samples emit characteristic X-rays specific to the
elements within the sample. These characteristic rays can be captured by
means of X-ray spectrometers. An array of collimated spectrometers could
be employed in such a way as to yield both spatial and spectral information
about the samples. As an example, we can consider a sample consisting of
mostly low-Z material which encapsulates a valuable high-Z material with
a hard X-ray K edge (such as gold). Characteristic K edge X-rays arising
from the high-Z material are weakly affected by the low-Z material, yielding
volumetric information about the sample composition in the process. Espe-
cially in the case for Asarel Medet, use of X-ray fluorescence detection can
help distinguish between iron and copper. Additionally, information from
other wavelength ranges, such as optical or near-infrared, can be introduced
by means of hyperspectral imaging to provide complementary information
about the samples. These methods likely only provide information from the
sample surface due to shallow penetration depth at the wavelength ranges
specified.
It is relevant to note that the thickness estimation described cannot pro-
vide any information about the underside of the samples simply due to the
measurement geometry. In practice, an upper bound for the thickness is com-
puted. Alternative methods or additional cameras from different viewpoints
are needed to increase estimation accuracy. In addition, samples with highly
reflective surfaces can produce spurious depth estimations as the cameras
are positioned differently. One camera can see a reflection of the illumina-
tion and the other likely will not, complicating the stereo correspondence
search and reducing the effectiveness of the thickness compensation in per-
formance. One can also consider a case where sample thickness distribution
is uniform, and no benefit is derived from thickness measurement, effectively
reducing to the baseline performance.
Single channel performance can be improved even further by the use of
charge summing mode in Medipix3. Charge summing mode requires the
selection of two energy thresholds. Signals that exceed the lower threshold
are summed together with neighbouring pixels, and the reconstructed signal
is compared to the higher threshold. This reduces the effect of charge sharing,
but fluorescence events can still affect imaging performance. The readout
time is similar to single channel mode, and no apparent downside to the
performance is to be expected.
In conclusion, this thesis demonstrated the operating principles and re-
sults of a stereo vision augmented Medipix3 array for real time sample dis-
crimination at high speeds. Using simple reasoning, the benefits of a single
channel and thickness measurement should become even more apparent as
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the sample thickness variation increases. Further work includes comparisons
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